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More subtle are differences in function words such as particles. The Wu forms

are sometimes completely different, and they may not be used in a way that cor-

responds in a simple, straightforward way to anything found in Mandarin. For

example, the Shanghai coverb hq" '{be) at, in' has no cognate form in Mandarin

even though it usually means much the same thing as zai '(be) at, in.' 'He is in

Shanghai' would be expressed:

Shanghai Peking

fii^ bq' zong^he' Ta zai Shanghai,

he is-at Shanghai he is-at Shanghai

But where Mandarin zai is usually preceded by zheng 'exactly' when it is used to

express continuous action, Shanghai hq' is reduplicated into hq'hq' to express

the same function. For example, 'He is eating':

Shanghai Peking

fti^ bq'laq" ch'yaq' ve'. Ta zhengzai chi fan.

he eat meal he eat meal

Much work still needs to be done to document these subtle contrasts between

the various Chinese dialects.

To illustrate the speech patterns of Shanghainese, let us look at how some sen-

tences are used in a longer context. In the following passage (excerpted from

Michael Sherard's Shanghai Phonology) the Peking cognate— if there is one

—

and an English tag translation are given below each Shanghai word or mor-

pheme. The abbreviation "sp" stands for "subordinative particle" (the usage

corresponds to that of standard Mandarin de).

Zjng^he' Syang'Ho'-dP

shanghai xiangxia tou

shanghai country-suFFix

Me'-vong^ ka' jyi^ ngu^ jy5^ taq' ngu^-gaq" bang-yg-—niang-'

mei feng jiaqi wo jiu — wo— pengyou ren

every-occASiON holiday I then with I -sp friends people

V3q"-we' tu'-gsq", tso' tu' fia^-vaq" ts'o'-ku'

wu hui duo — zui duo — wu chao guo

not can be-many -sp most many still-not exceed-over

se'-gaq' nisng^—da^ka' daq* chyaq'daq"ts'o' to' syang'fio''

san ge ren dajia ta jiaotache dao xiangxia

thrce-ONF.s people everyone step-on bicycle to country

ch\r baq' syang'.

qu — —
go play-around



___^ TODAY'S DIALECTS

YS^-gaq' zang^kuong' yaq'-ho' ch'yi' tang^ ti3\

you — chenguang yue hao qu da niao

exist-sp time agree-done go hit bird

kaq'maq" me' niang' ysq'-po' ch'i'ch'yang'. Chya'sr^ yaq'-ha' ch'yi'

— — mei ren yl ba qiqiang jiashi yue hao qu

then every person one-HANDi.F. air rifle if agree-done go

tio^ ng^-gsq* fie^fio^ koq' nisng^ ta' zz^ka'-gaq* tia'ng^-ka'sang'.

diao yu— xianhua ge ren tai zijia — diao yu jia —
go-fish fish-SP story each person bring oneself-sp fishing-tools

So'zo' yS^-gaq* zang'kuang' ysq -tsaq' tio' fia- tang'-vsq"-zaq"

suiran you— chenguang yl-zhi niao— da wii zhao

ahhough exist-sp time one- head bird even hit-not-receive

yaq -dio^ ng^ fla^ tio'-vaq'-zaq", de^zz^ to' syang'fio'-da'

yi tiao yu — diao wu zhao danshi dao xiangxia tou

one-STRiP fish even fish-not-receive but to country-suFFix

4>3q*syang' tsong'kue' zz- k'E'k'E'syiang'syiang'-gaq"—yang'we'

— — zonggui shi kaikaixinxln — ylnwei

play-around anyhow is happy- -sp because

syang'fio^-da' ch'yang'zyang^ k'ong'ch'yi' fii^ ho' — yS^ jyi'

xiangxia tou qingjlng kongqi — hao youqi

country-suFFix peaceful air and- also good especially

2z' syo^fiu^ bong'^pia'-gaq* zz'yang' fio'^-da'' ge'gE^

ishi xiao he pangbian— shuyin xia tou

is stream side-of -sp tree-shade down-suFFix loll-around

dajia chul chui niupi

everyone blow-blow cowhide

[Translation]

The Shanghai Countryside

Every holiday my friends and I—never very many of us, at most never
more than three—would all ride our bikes out to the countryside to play

around. Sometimes we would arrange to hunt birds, then everybody would
have an air rifle. If we had decided to go fishing, then each one would bring
his own fishing gear. Although there were times when we never shot one bird

or hooked one fish, going to the country to play always made us happy—
because the countryside was so peaceful, the air was fresh—especially when
we would just loll around in the shade of a tree next to a stream and shoot
the bull.
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